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Abstract. Odometer lever arm effect on strapdown inertia navigation system initial alignment with 
odometer is studied in this paper. This paper presents an error compensation method of odometer 
lever arm. In this method, the difference between output velocity by odometer and velocity output 
by SINS is taken as a observed quantity and precise alignment was achieved through Kalman filter. 
The simulations shows that the method given by this paper can receive a higher alignment accuracy. 

Introduction 
The strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) have important application in modern weapons. 

many weapon systems are installed the SINS. the performance of the SINS have important effects 
on weapon performance. The SINS initial alignment for a SINS is very important, alignment 
accuracy determines the performance of the strapdown inertial navigation system. SINS initial 
alignment in moving base became the focus of the science. Many scholars did a lot of study on GPS 
alignment and moving base transfer alignment. Moving base transfer alignment needs an expensive 
high-precision main SINS as a reference. GPS alignment is not anti-jamming. The odometer 
alignment has the advantages of low cost, completely independent. Related research are taken 
seriously.  

At present, there are many research about SINS initial alignment [1-4]. Most of the literature have 
neglected the lever arm effects on initial alignment. In fact, there are three lever arms in SINS initial 
alignment by odometer , Odometer lever arm, SINS lever arm and internal lever arm[5]. Odometer 
lever arm refers to lever arm from odometer to vehicle’s center of mass. Usually, the odometer was 
fixed in vehicle’s front wheel. In wheeling, the speed of the odometer and the vehicle’s center of 
mass is not the same. It will produce an adverse effect on the alignment accuracy if odometer lever 
arm ignored.  

In this paper, the odometer output is compensated by the lever arm, and then the vehicle mass 
center speed can be measured by the odometer output. The difference between the speed of 
odometer measurements and the speed of SINS measurements was observed quantity. Inertial 
alignment was achieved through Kalman filter. The method does not need to add additional 
hardware and improved by algorithm.  

Derivation of odometer lever arm  

As shown in figure 1, it is an assumption that the origin of navigation frame is nO . the origin of 
body frame bO is in the center of mass. the SINS was installed in the origin of body frame. 
odometer was installed at A point in space. The  vector distance between body’s center of mass 
and nO is bR . The vector distance between odometer installation location and nO  is AR . The 
vector distance between body’s center of mass and odometer installation isr . according to vector 
addition relationship:  

A b= +R R r                                                                  (1) 
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Fig. 1 Principle of lever arm effect 

According to Coriolis theorem 
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Body mass center is static. SINS and body frame is linked. So there is  

0n bd
dt

=
R                                                                    (3) 

0bd
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The lever arm speed is given as 
b bn A
L nb

d
dt

= = ×
Rv ω r                                                           (5) 

The speed relationship of SINS and odometer is given as 
b b

OD SINS L SINS nb= + = + ×v v v v ω r                                                  (6) 
The formula above is the compensation formula about odometer’ the lever arm. In the formula, 

b
nbω  means rotating angular velocity from body frame to navigation frame projected on body frame. 

Its value is  
( )b b b n n

nb ib n ie enC= − +ω ω ω ω                                                       (7) 
In the formula, b

ibω  means rotating angular velocity from body frame to inertial frame projected 
on body frame. Its values measured by the gyroscope. n

ieω  means rotating angular velocity from 
earth frame to inertial frame projected on navigation frame. Its value is 

[0    cos     sin ]n T
ie ie ieL Lω ω=ω                                                   (8) 
n
enω  means rotating angular velocity from navigation frame to earth frame projected on 

navigation frame. Its value is 

[       tan ]
n n n

n TN E E
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M N N

v v v L
R R R

= −ω                                                  (9) 

In the formula above, L  means latitude, ieω  means earth rotation angular velocity, n
Nv  means 

body north speed, n
Ev  means body east speed, MR  means the earth curvature radius of meridian 

plane, NR means the earth curvature radius of prime vertical plane.  
Through formula (6), the odometer measurements can be revised before filtering. Odometer 

lever arm error is eliminated and alignment accuracy is improved. 
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Filtering model 
The SINS/odometer integrated navigation coordinate system state equation on navigation frame 

is expressed as 
(t) (t) (t) (t)= +X F X W&                                                         (10) 

The system state vector is taken as 
(t) [       ]T T T T Tδ= ∇X φ v ε                                                      (11) 

In the formula above, Tφ means misalignment Angle, Tδ v  means the velocity error in the east and 
north , Tε  means gyroscope zero bias in three directions, T∇  means accelerometers zero bias for 
the x and y. (t)W  means system state noise. Matrix value can be found in the literature [4].  

The observation equation is taken as 
(t) (t) (t) (t)= +Z H X Θ                                                         (12) 

It assumed that body speed in navigation frame calculated by SINS is n
SINSv , body speed in 

navigation frame calculated by odometer is n
ODv .velocity observation vector is defined as 
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It is launched as 
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It can be calculated (t)H through formula (14). 

Simulation analysis 
It assumed that initial latitude is 30 ° north latitude, initial longitude is 120 ° east longitude, 

initial attitude Angle error is 0.1 °. gyro constant drift is 0.01 ( ) / h° , gyro white noise standard 
deviation is 0.001 ( ) / h° , accelerometer constant drift is 410 g− , accelerometer white noise 
standard deviation is 510 g s− g . Odometer is installed in the vehicle right front wheel. The lever 
arm has been obtained through calibration. The lever arm is taken as [3   4    -1]T

OD =r . Initial 
alignment was achieved through classical Kalman filter. The simulation time step is 0.1 second. The 
simulation time is 15 minutes.  

 
Fig. 2 Simulation of misalignment angles 
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The misalignment Angle of simulation is shown in figure 2.The blue solid line means the 
misalignment angles had compensated the odometer lever arm. The red dotted line means the 
misalignment angles hadn’t compensated the odometer lever arm. The simulation shows that the 
blue solid line is closer to straight line y=0 than red dotted line. The lever arm compensation 
algorithm has a better convergence.  

Conclusion 
This paper proves that odometer lever arm error has an impact on SINS initial alignment through 

simulation, and put forward by odometer measurements through the lever arm compensation 
algorithm is correct, will be more close to the real value of odometer measurements into filtering 
calculation. By comparing the simulation verified the correctness of the algorithm 
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